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AMENDED CLAIMS

[received by the International Bureau on 04 August 2008 (04.08.2008);

original claim 1 amended; remaining claims unchanged (1 page)]

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A universal player control rendered on a video display of a pay- lor-play or of a

pay-for-wager video game for enabling a player to interactively control pred :teπnined game

parameters or game actions via player activation using a pointer, comprising:

a ring area delimited by an outer circular perimeter and an inner circular perimeter, a first

continuously variable signal being generated as a function of an arc or circular njotion activation

within the ring area;

a circular central area within the inner circular perimeter, a second contiguously variable

signal being generated as a function of the activation time of the central area, anq.

predetermined first selection areas within the ring area, each of the predetermined first

selection areas generating a third continuously variable signal as a function of ai activation time

thereof.

2. The universal player control of claim 1, wherein the central area is further

configured to generate a fourth continuously variable signal as a function of a otion activation

thereof.

3. The universal player control of claim 2, wherein the universal flayer control is

configured to be displaced by the fourth continuously variable signal to trjack the motion

activation of the central area, the central area following the pointer.

4 . The universal player control of claim 1, further comprising prede eπnined second

areas outside the outer circular perimeter, a fifth continuously variable signal be ng generated as

a function of an activation time of any one of the predetermined second areas.

5. The universal player control of claim 4, wherein the predetermined second areas

are disposed radially outside the outer circular perimeter.

6. The universal player control of claim 1, further comprising! predetermined

graphic assets disposed outside the outer circular perimeter, a continuously variable graphic

asset signal being generated as a function of the activation time of each activated graphic asset.

7. The universal player control of claim 6, wherein the predetermined graphic assets

are disposed radially outside the outer circular perimeter.

8. The universal player control of claim 6, wherein the graphics dssets include at

least one of a directional symbol, a menu selection symbol, a color selection symbol, a volume

control symbol, a resize symbol, a hide symbol, an un-hide symbol, and an immediate action

symbol.
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STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19 (1)

This 494 word Statement is in response to the Written Opinion of the ISA mailed 12

June 2008, which indicates that claims 1-14, 16-30 and 32 lacked novelty over Easty et al. and

that claims 15, 3 1 lacked inventive step over Easty in view of Erdelyi.

Easty does not teach or suggest any central area configured such that a signal is

generated as a function thereof, and much less any signal being generated as a function of an

activation time of the central area, To ensure that the claimed central area is not interpreted as

corresponding to Easty's inner ring 12, claim 1 has been amended to recite that the central area

is circular, in contradistinction to Easty's ring-shaped inner ring. The central area within the

inner circular perimeter in Easty is not disclosed to have any function at all Easty's drawings

also do not teach or suggest any function for the central area within the inner circular perimeter:

Function Ia dlBcIόS d
central r within

perimeter of Ea*(y

The claimed second continuously variable signal is generated as a function of the

activation time of the central area, and each of the claimed predetermined first selection areas is

configured to generate a third continuously variable signal as a function of an activation time

thereof. Easty discloses no signals that are generated as a function of an activation time. Easty

mentions time in only two respects: that the categories displayed on the inner and outer rings

may be "dynamically determined at the time of the display based on the content available to a

given user" and "As used in this specification, "on-demand" describes delijvery of digital

information in real time in response to individual users' requests" (Col.2, lines 1-2). Therefore,
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as Easty does not mention any use for the central circular area of his GUI and makes no mention

of generating signals as a function of activation time, Easty cannot anticipate the cjlaims.

Even if the claimed predetermined first selection areas within the ring area are

analogized to Easty's icons within the outer ring or inner ring, the analogy bjeaks down, as

Easty does ot teach or suggest that the icons along the inner or outer ring generate any signal as

a function of activation time thereof , as claimed. Ea$ty, therefore, cannot anticipate the claims.

Therefore, it is respectfully requested that the Statement under Rule 43bis.l(a)(i) be

reconsidered and that the amended claims be found to have Novelty and Inventive Step and that

a favorable IPER be issued.

If in the opinion of the Examiner a favorable IPER cannot be issued on the basis of the

above, Applicant requests the issuance of an additional written opinion under RuJe 66.4 and/or a

telephone interview under Rule 66.6, Such additional communication will facilitate the issuance

of a favorable PRP, and provide efficiencies in subsequent regional and national phase

examination.
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